In 2000, Pain Management Technologies started with electrotherapy equipment. Over the years, we have grown our product offerings and improved our technology greatly. Today, our unmatched level of customer service, quality and product innovation makes us a leader in the manufacturing of medical devices and health products.
Our guarantee

1. Provide quality products at unbeatable value
2. Give you the highest level of care and concern
3. Provide immediate shipping and prompt delivery

PRODUCT OFFERINGS

ELECTROTHERAPY
Wide range of portable devices made with state-of-the-art technology

ULTRASOUND
Wide range of portable ultrasound devices, including our new TENS/Ultrasound combo device

CONDUCTIVE GARMENTS FOR ELECTROTHERAPY
Unique, versatile body wrap system that can target a specific treatment site with great accuracy

JOINT STIMULATORS
Combinational therapy system designed to target Osteoarthritis and Rheumatoid arthritis through the use of proprietary electrotherapy and true compression therapy

WATER THERAPY SYSTEMS
Hot/cold water therapy system, and a cold-only system, with therapy wraps to treat all body parts

BRACING AND SUPPORTS
Diverse range of LSO and TSLO bracing, as well as ROM knee braces, and soft goods

INFRARED HEATING PADS
True infrared carbon fiber fabric heating pads, and our Thermotech automatic moist heating pads

SEAT CUSHIONS
Mobility assistive and comfortable seat cushions

KINESIOLOGY TAPE
Speeds healing by slightly lifting skin away from sore or injured tissues

TOPICAL ANALGESICS
Highly effective, available in generic and name-brand formulations

TRACTION
Portable and at-home traction devices

MASSAGE
Self massage tools and powered massage tools
iTens™ works by sending tiny electrical signals through the skin to intercept pain signals from reaching the brain and helps release endorphins, the body’s natural pain-fighting chemical.

**LARGE WINGS**
- for back, shoulder and large treatment areas
- **Available in:**
  - **Blue**
  - **Purple**
  - **Grey**
  - **White**

**SMALL WINGS**
- for ankle, knee, elbow, wrist and other small treatment areas
- **Available in:**
  - **Red**
  - **Green**
  - **Silver**

**LONG STRIP**
- for muscle joints and long treatment areas
- **Available in:**
  - **Purple**
  - **Grey**

**WHAT IS TENS?**
T.E.N.S stands for Transcutaneous Electrical Nerve Stimulation. For the past thirty years, doctors have been prescribing TENS as an effective way to reduce or even eliminate pain. The iTENS communicates with your nerve endings to suppress pain via two theories:

1. **Gate Control Theory** - overriding the nerve pain signals before they reach the brain
2. **Endorphin release theory** - releasing the body's own natural pain-fighting chemicals called endorphins.

**DESCRIPTION SIZE QUANTITY PRODUCT CODE**

| SMALL WINGS | 1.75” x 5.5” | 3 PAIRS / BO | ITRODESM |
| LARGE WINGS | 2.5” x 6.5” | 3 PAIRS / BO | ITRODELG |
| LONG STRIP  | 1.5” x 7”    | 3 PAIRS / BO | ITRODESTR |

*Available in bundle packs.*
THE ULTIMA 3T TENS
A dual-channel device with three modes of operation (B, N, and M). Its pulse width and pulse frequency are adjustable. It is also equipped with a 30, 60, 90 minute timer, and has a protective cover over the controls. The U3T is ultra slim and runs on AAA batteries that provide 2 TIMES longer life span than 9volt batteries. Over 850 continuous minutes of battery life.

PRODUCT CODE: U3TN

THE ULTIMA 5 TENS
A dual-channel five-mode device with two wave form adjustments and a large LCD screen. This device is remarkable for its function, and traditional looks mixed with new-age digital style. Also includes a soft carrying case. The Ultima Five is a quality choice at a valued price.

PRODUCT CODE: U5

THE ULTIMA 20 TENS
A 20-mode device with dual channels and three wave forms. The ULTIMA 20 offers 12 preset modes and 8 manual modes. In conjunction with conductive garments, such as the ULTIMA Gloves, ULTIMA Socks, or the ULTIMA Sleeve. The two lead TENS unit allows you to connect two garments at the same time and is recommended for treating Neuropathy, Neck Pain, Torticollis, Low Back Pain, Sciatica, Epicondylitis, Wrist Pain, Post Surgery Knee Pain, Ankle Sprains, Gonalgia (Knee Pain), Caudalgia (Hip Pain), Menses Pain, and Neuralgia.

PRODUCT CODE: U20B

ULTIMA COMBO
The Ultima Combo is our premier combo stimulator. It combines the technology of the TENS U20, and the EMS Ustim, both operating with a detailed and comprehensive body-part diagram.
- Dual channel device
- LED Backlight
- Patient compliance timer
- Digital body part diagram

PRODUCT CODE: UCOMBO

THE USTIM
A dual-channel device for muscle exercise and treatment of physical injury. It has 12 modes of operation that are user friendly and written in practical terms. It has two wave forms and a large LCD screen. It is by far one of the best portable EMS devices on the market.

PRODUCT CODE: USTIM
ADVANCED NEUROPATHY STIMULATOR

The Nerve Spa is an Advanced Neuropathy stimulator that utilizes enhanced micro-current specifications coupled with a monophasic wave form to target pain associated with early onset peripheral neuropathy in the hands and feet.

The system is designed to deliver an aquatic electrotherapy stimulation that surrounds the feet with a uniform level of current.

System includes device, leadwires, foot bath and conductive salt.

PRODUCT CODE: NSFB100

NEUROPATHY STIMULATOR

The Ultima Neuro is an Neuropathy stimulator that utilizes enhanced TENS specifications coupled with a monophasic wave form to target pain associated with early onset peripheral neuropathy in the hands and feet.

PRODUCT CODE: UNEURO-H, UNEURO-F

Also available with conductive garments:

GLOVE  SOCK  CUFF
The IFC4000 is a digital sine-wave Interferential that runs on a Li-ion ultrathin battery for untethered treatments. The IFC digital is a dual channel full featured digital device that is compact and portable.

PRODUCT CODE: IFC4000D

A noninvasive means of pain relief with broad applications for acute pain. It can be used for the relief and management of post surgical and post traumatic acute pain problems. Its pulse amplitude & pulse frequency are adjustable and the timer can be set to 10, 20, or 40 minutes. Specs are 0.5, 8.0 & 80.0 hz and will switch to 0.3, 8.0 & 80.0 hz.

PRODUCT CODE: EQC

The Ultima Neo is an multi-mode electrotherapy stimulator that combines enhanced TENS, EMS, Interferential, and Microcurrent. It is a dual channel device and includes the function of our most advanced TENS and EMS modes with body part diagrams, a advanced Interferential device with sine wave technology, and a state-of-the-art Microcurrent mode.

The Ultima Neo operates on an high capacity lithium-ion battery which allows the user to use the Interferential function without being tethered to the wall, as well as long battery runs on the TENS/EMS and Micro modes. A charging plug and universal leadwires are included.

PRODUCT CODE: UNEO

An OTC dual-channel 24-mode device that has an easy to select settings – 12 TENS and 4 muscle release modes, and a large touch screen LCD screen.

PRODUCT CODE: TSTE10

A noninvasive means of pain relief with broad applications for acute pain. It can be used for the relief and management of post surgical and post traumatic acute pain problems. Its pulse amplitude & pulse frequency are adjustable and the timer can be set to 10, 20, or 40 minutes. Specs are 0.5, 8.0 & 80.0 hz and will switch to 0.3, 8.0 & 80.0 hz.

PRODUCT CODE: EQC
DIGITAL HIGH VOLT PULSED GALVANIC STIMULATOR
Digital Galvanic Stimulation is most useful in acute injuries associated with major tissue trauma with bleeding or swelling. In contrast to TENS or IF units, which employ alternating current, Galvanic Stimulators apply direct current. Direct current creates an electrical field over the treated area that, theoretically, changes blood flow and moves fluid. The positive pad behaves like heat, causing increased circulation, reportedly speeding healing.

PRODUCT CODE: DIGIGAL

THE R-2500 RUSSIAN STIMULATOR
A dual-channel device for muscle exercise and strength training. Powered by an AC/DC adaptor or 9 Volt battery. The 2500Hz provides a deeper and more comfortable stimulation.

PRODUCT CODE: R2500

THE ULTIMA OTC TENS
A dual-channel five-mode device that has an easy to select body-part diagram on a large LCD screen. This device is remarkable for its function, and traditional looks mixed with new-age digital style. Also includes a soft carrying case, and is approved for an over-the-counter no prescription necessary sale.

PRODUCT CODE: UOTCW, UOTCB

THE IF 4000 INTERFERENTIAL
An analogue Interferential stimulation device which is used for symptomatic relief and management of post surgical and post traumatic acute and chronic pain. The IF-4000 has four frequency shifts including continuous, 1/1 abrupt, 8/8 abrupt, and 10/10 ramped options.

PRODUCT CODE: IF4000

THE QUAD-STIM PLUS
A dual-channel five-mode device that has an easy to select body-part diagram on a large LCD screen. This device is remarkable for its function, and traditional looks mixed with new-age digital style. Also includes a soft carrying case, and is approved for an over-the-counter no prescription necessary sale.

PRODUCT CODE: QUADSTIM

THE QUAD-STIM-PLUS
The Quad-Stim is a combination Transcutaneous Electrical Nerve Stimulation (TENS) and Electrical Muscle Stimulation (EMS) digital device used for pain relief, relaxation, and stimulating muscles. The device has four controllable and independent output channels, each of which can be connected to an electrode pair. The device has adjustable pulse rate and width, 5 TENS modes, 3 EMS modes, 2 adjustable timers, 24 preset programs, and can store up to 60 sets of operation records. Now available as an Over-The-Counter device.

PRODUCT CODE: QUADSTIM

THE R-2500 RUSSIAN STIMULATOR
A dual-channel device for muscle exercise and strength training. Powered by an AC/DC adaptor or 9 Volt battery. The 2500Hz provides a deeper and more comfortable stimulation.

PRODUCT CODE: R2500

THE ULTIMA OTC TENS
A dual-channel five-mode device that has an easy to select body-part diagram on a large LCD screen. This device is remarkable for its function, and traditional looks mixed with new-age digital style. Also includes a soft carrying case, and is approved for an over-the-counter no prescription necessary sale.

PRODUCT CODE: UOTCW, UOTCB
PELVIC FLOOR STIMULATOR

Softcycle is an electrotherapy medical device kit used to train the muscles of pelvic floor. Pelvic floor muscle training can help strengthen the muscles under the uterus, bladder, and bowel (large intestine). They can help women who have problems with urine leakage or bowel control.

It is a convenient, affordable, reliable and effective solution that helps patients improve their pelvic health and gain greater control over incontinence.

PRODUCT CODE: SC100

SOFTCYCLE PROBES

Softcycle probes are specially designed for treating urinary incontinence.

PRODUCT CODE: UPROBE-S, UPROBE-L

ADVANCED MUSCLE RECOVERY

The SarcoStim is an advanced NMES device that treats muscle disuse atrophy and the muscle loss associated with natural aging commonly referred to as Sarcopenia.

The SarcoStim works by operating two full-circle workout programs that treat the muscle with a natural workout that starts with stretching, warm-up, aerobic, endurance, muscle training, muscle cool down, and then recovery. Treating the muscle with an effective muscle rehabilitation program has been shown to also strengthen the corresponding joint. So if you treat the quad then the knee will be strengthened.

PRODUCT CODE: SARCO100

(wraps sold separately)
PAIN MANAGEMENT TECHNOLOGY

MEDICAL GRADE ULTRASOUND/TENS COMBO
Pain affects the quality and enjoyment of life, especially for those who suffer chronic pain. The Ultrasound Combo combines electrical therapy with ultrasound therapy in one device.

- 14 TENS programs with 1 MHz ultrasound
- Easy application LCD backlight indication
- Power Supply: medical adapter
- Professional grade

PRODUCT CODE: UTC1000

SOUND PRO
The SoundPro is our most economical therapeutic ultrasound series which can provide 1MHz as well as 3MHz treatments. The SoundPro has a very versatile 5cm² size soundhead that works well for all body parts.

PRODUCT CODE: SPRO

PM 2000 PORTABLE ULTRASOUND MACHINE
This hand-held portable ultrasound device provides therapeutic heat. Ultrasound penetrates far beneath the skin to soothe and comfort chronic or acute pain.

PRODUCT CODE: PM2000

WINSTIM WSU
The WinStim WSU Ultrasound is a 1 and 3 MHz therapeutic ultrasound unit, that comes standard with a 5cm² dual frequency applicator. It is powered by an internal rechargeable battery.

PRODUCT CODE: WSU

WINSTIM ST4U
The WinStim ST4U is a multi-modality touch screen clinical device with TENS, EMS, IFC, High Volt, Russian, Micro, premod and ultrasound. It is powered by an internal rechargeable battery.

PRODUCT CODE: ST4U

CLINICAL EMS
NMS-498 the electronic nerve muscle stimulator provides seven different modes of NMES stimulation which are designed to act on the specific muscle groups. This micro computer controlled unit combines the proven therapies suited best to the rehabilitation needs.

- 4 Channel, 8 Electrodes
- Symmetrical Biphasic Square Wave
- Mode: Continuous, Fast Burst, Slow Burst, Ramp Burst, Wide Low Frequency, Narrow Low Frequency and Auto All
- Pulse Rate: 1-200Hz
- Pulse Width: 50µs-250µs
- Output: 0 – 120V Peak @ 500 ohm
- Timer: 1-60 min

PRODUCT CODE: NMS498

CLINICAL COMBO
IN, TENS, GALVANIC RUSSIAN
Anagesci Pulsar AP439, the cutting edge multi waveform, multiple channels device presents the maximum applications of pain relief.

- 4 Channel, 8 Electrodes
- Symmetrical Biphasic Square Wave
- MKB Panel with Digital Display
- Sine Wave, Symm Biphasic, DC
- Carrier Freq.: 400/250Hz and 2500/400Hz
- Pulse Rate: 1-150Hz
- Pulse Width: 50µs-250µs
- Output: 0 – 120V Peak @ 500 ohm
- Timer: 1-60 min

PRODUCT CODE: AP 439

SOUND PRO
The SoundPro is our most economical therapeutic ultrasound series which can provide 1MHz as well as 3MHz treatments. The SoundPro has a very versatile 5cm² soundhead that works well for all body parts.

PRODUCT CODE: SPRO

CLINICAL Combo
IN, TENS, GALVANIC RUSSIAN
Anagesci Pulsar AP439, the cutting edge multi waveform, multiple channels device presents the maximum applications of pain relief.

- 4 Channel, 8 Electrodes
- Symmetrical Biphasic Square Wave
- MKB Panel with Digital Display
- Sine Wave, Symm Biphasic, DC
- Carrier Freq.: 400/250Hz and 2500/400Hz
- Pulse Rate: 1-150Hz
- Pulse Width: 50µs-250µs
- Output: 0 – 120V Peak @ 500 ohm
- Timer: 1-60 min

PRODUCT CODE: AP 439
SOFT TOUCH ELECTRODES
A self-adhesive reusable disposable electrode with a pig tail pin connector. Available with a carbon and a blue cloth backing. Oval corners help minimize edge curl. Our brand of electrodes delivers great dispersion, durability, and is value priced. Average use is 10-15 uses, with resealable pouch.

SOFT TOUCH SILVERS
The Soft Touch Silvers are our premium electrodes. They come 4-per-pack, have an aluminum zip lock bags, a solid Lug connector, tricot backing, and made with soft molded female pin connector.

STARBURST HYPOALLERGENIC ELECTRODES
The Starburst electrodes are very unique with a conductive pattern hat helps radiate the current outward and dispersively. A very skin sensitive gel is used as well.
ELECTROTHERAPY GARMENTS

Now electrotherapy can be easily applied to hard to reach spots on the body with incredible accuracy. This unique conductive mesh material can stimulate large or multiple areas of the body. The EB design works in conjunction with a wide variety of Electro-Medical devices.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CODE</th>
<th>DESCRIPTION</th>
<th>UNITS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>EBD410/B</td>
<td>ENERGY BRACE KIT - BACK - DUAL CONDUCTIVE 4X10 PAD W/WRAP</td>
<td>8 x 10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EBD35/35</td>
<td>ENERGY BRACE KIT - CERVICAL - DUAL CONDUCTIVE 3X5 PAD W/WRAP</td>
<td>3 x 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EBD47/47</td>
<td>ENERGY BRACE KIT - KNEE - DUAL CONDUCTIVE 4X7 PAD W/WRAP</td>
<td>4 x 7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EBD35/S</td>
<td>ENERGY BRACE KIT - SHOULDER - DUAL CONDUCTIVE 3X5 PAD W/WRAP &amp; VERSATILE JOINT WRAP</td>
<td>3 x 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EBD410</td>
<td>ENERGY BRACE KIT - BACK - DUAL ELECTRODE</td>
<td>8 x 10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EBD35/35</td>
<td>ENERGY BRACE KIT - CERVICAL - DUAL ELECTRODE</td>
<td>3 x 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EBD47/47</td>
<td>ENERGY BRACE KIT - KNEE - DUAL ELECTRODE</td>
<td>4 x 7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C54</td>
<td>CONDUCTIVE SPRAY - REGULAR SIZE 4 OZ.</td>
<td>4 OZ.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CS8</td>
<td>CONDUCTIVE SPRAY - LARGE SIZE 8 OZ.</td>
<td>8 OZ.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

DESIGN YOUR KIT

1. Choose a Garment
2. Choose a Wrap
3. Choose your Spray
8 out of 9 participants reported more intense arousal, better vaginal lubrication, or increased ability to reestablish orgasm. University of Michigan scientists uncovered an effective and non-invasive treatment for female sexual dysfunction and a method to enhance an Orgasm: Electrotherapy. Light and targeted electro stimulation can improve and enhance sexual response, including orgasm.

Oh! Stim is built on the foundation of statistically significant results shown during scientific research.

PRODUCT CODE: XXXXXX

Joint Stimulation Sleep Therapy System
The JStim is a Proprietary break through in the treatment of Osteoarthritis or Rheumatoid Arthritis. It is FDA and Medicare cleared, and through combinational therapy it deploys the use of advanced electrotherapy, and true compression therapy.

PRODUCT CODE: J1000KN

About the JStim System
• One size fits most
• Conductive Spray and 36” Lead Wires included with all systems
• Patent pending
• Medicare coded
• SADMERC approved
• FDA cleared

All systems include a custom carrying case.

PRODUCT CODE: J1000H

Joint Stimulation Knee System
utilize a high-quality knee compression wrap, and specific conductive silver fabric patches that connect to the JStim stimulation unit.

PRODUCT CODE: JSTIM1000

Oh! Stim is built on the foundation of statistically significant results shown during scientific research.
UVB PHOTOTHERAPY
The brightwand Compact UV Light Therapy Lamp for the treatment of Psoriasis and other skin conditions. Narrow band UVB light treatment is targeted UVB light spectrum which minimizes the development of psoriasis, lesions or re-pigmentation of one’s normal skin coloring.

PRODUCT CODE: BWUV100

INFRARED LIGHT WAND
This hand-held infrared light wand provides therapeutic massage and deep relief. Infrared heat penetrates far below the surface of the skin to soothe and comfort the nerves.

PRODUCT CODE: TLHH
NEW HOSPITAL GRADE SYSTEM FOR USE IN THE HOME

The Aqua Relief System delivers pain relief to achy feet and other body parts due to arthritic pain, carpal tunnel syndrome, back pain, and many other pain conditions. The ARS delivers localized cold or hot water fluid therapy to patients either in the home or during their hospital visit.

- Hospital-grade plug
- 60 min. timer, plus auto shut off
- Hot and Cold heat settings
- Anti-interference device

* All units for use with a universal cold therapy pad (sold separately) that fits many different areas of the body, including: knees, shoulders, ankles, elbows, calves and limbs.

PRODUCT CODE: ARS12000

The Arctic Ice System delivers localized cold therapy to patients either in the home or during their hospital visit. With a stylish new design, the AIS provides four to five hours of continuous cold therapy; lightweight and fully portable.

PRODUCT CODE: CTU2
NEW CONTINUOUS HOT AND COLD CIRCULATING WATER THERAPY

The new Aqua Relief System PLUS is a lighter and easier to manage hot and cold water therapy system. Through a micro-processor there is no need to add ICE or HOT water. Simply turn it on, and let it do the work and come to temperature. Also, there is no need to manage adding as much water due to the fact that it is a contained system.

The ARS delivers localized cold or hot water fluid therapy 360 degrees around the joint or body part.

• Hospital-grade plug
• 60 min. timer, plus auto shut off
• Lo and Hi heat settings from 40 to 131F
• Anti-interference device

PRODUCT CODE: ARS+

WORKS WITH ALL COMPONENTS IN THE AQUA RELIEF SYSTEM FAMILY
ICY WRAP

CRYO-COMPRESSION THERAPY

The Icy Wrap delivers simultaneous cold and compression therapy to control pain and swelling caused by sprains, pulled muscles, injured ligaments, or strained tendons.

PRODUCT CODE: LR100

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DESCRIPTION</th>
<th>CODE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Knee Wrap</td>
<td>IWKNEE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ankle Wrap</td>
<td>IWANKLE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shoulder Wrap</td>
<td>IWSHOULDER</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Back Wrap</td>
<td>IWBACK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elbow Wrap</td>
<td>IWELBOW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hand Wrap</td>
<td>IWHAND</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

PAIN MANAGEMENT TECHNOLOGY
RAPID KNEE
FRONT WRAP-ON KNEEWRAP
COMFORT FIT ELASTIC
The Rapid Knee Double upright adjustable hinge knee brace allows for effectively setting flexion or extension settings needed for the given treatment needs. This Rapid Knee is a wrap on the front type of brace with a very comfortable high tech flat knitting.

PRODUCT CODE: RK150

RAPID KNEE
FRONT WRAP-ON KNEEWRAP
COMFORT FIT ELASTIC
The Rapid Knee Double upright adjustable hinge knee brace allows for effectively setting flexion or extension settings needed for the given treatment needs. This Rapid Knee is a slip-on type of brace made of high tech comfort fit elastic.

PRODUCT CODE: RK150PLUS

RAPID KNEE
RIGID WRAP-ON KNEE BRACE
The Rapid Knee Double upright adjustable hinge rigid knee brace allows for effectively setting flexion or extension settings needed for the given treatment needs. This Rapid Knee brace is a slip or wrap on rigid type of brace, also has quick release snaps.

PRODUCT CODE: RK200

PMT SOFT KNEE WRAP
Soft lightweight neoprene knee wrap provides compression and can accommodate the EB Wraps.

PRODUCT CODE: SOFTKNE

RAPID KNEE OA BRACE
The Rapid Knee single upright adjustable OA unloader knee brace allows for adjustable flexion or extension settings needed for the given treatment. Adjustable straps allow for a one-size-fits all comfortable and snug fit.

PRODUCT CODE: OARKR, OARKL

SIZE CIRCUMFERENCE
OF THE KNEE
SMALL 30CM – 34CM
MEDIUM 34CM – 38CM
LARGE 38CM – 42CM
XLARGE 42CM – 46CM
XXLARGE 46CM – 50CM
XXXLARGE 50CM – 55CM

LEFT OR RIGHT
0045-0046-FLX-ALL

PRODUCT CODE: DARK, Darks
The String Back LSO Spinal Bracing System

The String Back LSO utilizes a fixed wheel and string system to cinch the user into a supine position and immobilize the back region. The String Back system provides circumferential compression, and is essential in stabilizing the spine, and promoting the healing process following post-operative back surgery.

- Through our String Back technology, the brace is cinched to the spine to create an anti-gravity lift
- Breathable mesh allows for active and long term use
- Provides an anatomically correct fit and adjustable lumbar compression

**THE STRING BACK**
LUMBAR SPINAL ORTHOSIS SYSTEM

The String Back is used to manage pain, protect injured ligaments or muscles and immobilize the back after surgery. The String Back posterior rigid design is one of ergonomics in the way it form fits to the natural shape of the spine and back.

**INDICATED FOR USE FOR:**
- Chronic back pain
- Stenosis
- Spondylolisthesis
- Degenerative disc disease
- And more!

**PRODUCT CODE:** SB150, SB1000

---

**RAPID WRIST**
The Rapid Wrist is a dual function wrist splint and finger traction tool. Treat wrist pain, stiffness, and discomfort and build strength with digital exercise through adjustable traction.

**PRODUCT CODE:** RW200

**RAPID THUMB**
The Rapid Thumb is a rigid thumb brace for pain relief through immobilization of the carpometacarpal (CMC) and metacarpophalangeal (MCP) joints.

**PRODUCT CODE:** RT100

**RAPID WRIST**

**NEW ONE-SIZE-FITS-ALL**

**RAPID THUMB**

**PRODUCT CODE:** RT100
**THERMOTECH CONVENTIONAL MOIST HEATING PAD**

An economical choice for creating moist or dry heat. Just add water to the sponge layer to create moist heating.

**MEDICAL GRADE**

**INFRARED AUTOMATIC MOIST HEAT PAD**

Provides moist heat treatments by a process of fomentation without adding water for the relief of all types of pain conditions. During the healing process, moist heat therapy has proven most effective to ease pain, reduce stiffness and increase circulation. Includes flannel cover.

**ITEM # TECHNOLOGY SIZES (INCHES)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ITEM #</th>
<th>TECHNOLOGY</th>
<th>SIZES (INCHES)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>S704M</td>
<td>ANALOGUEM</td>
<td>KING – 24” x 11.5”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S706M</td>
<td>ANALOGUEM</td>
<td>MED. – 14” x 11.5”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S707M</td>
<td>ANALOGUEM</td>
<td>MINI – 9” x 7”</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**THERMORELIEF MEDICAL GRADE**

**AUTOMATIC MOIST DIGITAL HEAT PAD**

Provides moist heat treatments by a process of fomentation without adding water for the relief of all types of pain conditions. During the healing process, moist heat therapy has proven most effective to ease pain, reduce stiffness and increase circulation. Includes flannel cover.

**PRODUCT CODE:** S767-DC (Medium), S766-DC (King size)

**THERMORELIEF BASIC**

**MOIST OR DRY HEATING PAD**

Helps relieve pains of inflamed joints caused by arthritis and rheumatism. High-Heat automatic moist heat therapy increases blood flow to sore muscles. Ideal for treatment of back, abdomen, shoulder, chest, and more.

**PRODUCT CODE:**

---

**THERMORELIEF BASIC**

**MOIST OR DRY HEATING PAD**

Helps relieve pains of inflamed joints caused by arthritis and rheumatism. High-Heat automatic moist heat therapy increases blood flow to sore muscles. Ideal for treatment of back, abdomen, shoulder, chest, and more.

**PRODUCT CODE:**
**THERALAMP**

RELIEVE JOINT AND MUSCLE PAIN RELIEF

INCREASE BLOOD VESSEL RESILIENCE AND PROMOTES CELLULAR FUNCTIONING

The Theralamp uses a special filter to ensure UV proof and high transmission of infrared heat to penetrate deep into the skin. The radiant warmth dilates blood vessels, speeds oxygen flow and increases blood circulation, helping the body to detoxify and transport necessary substances for rebuilding and nourishing body tissue.

- Specially designed ceramic glass cover to safely block all harmful UV
- 200 watt power lamp with 5000 hours of life
- Adjustable tilt of 35 degrees upward and 10 degrees downward for convenient use
- One button operation with 1-15 minute timer settings

**PRODUCT CODE:** TL100H

---

**HIGH PERFORMANCE INFRARED HEAT THERAPY**

This far infrared heat therapy system provides soothing relief from pain, muscle tension and stress. Far infrared is the safe form of light energy from the sun that we depend upon to remain healthy.

- Speed recovery
- Relax muscles
- Improve circulation

**PRODUCT CODE:** QBK, QWW

---

**MECHANICAL LIFTING SEAT**

Maintain an active independent lifestyle with help from Seat Boost. Seat Boost is the portable mechanical lifting seat that helps people stand up or sit down without assistance.

- Safe, durable and reliable
- Easy care with washable covers and cushions that can be cleaned with mild soap and water
- Adjustable lift for those from 94lbs to 350lbs
- No batteries or electricity needed. Seat Boost is self-powered; take it anywhere

**PRODUCT CODE:** SB1000S, SB1000L

---

**PRESSURE RELIEF CUSHION SYSTEM**

This advanced pressure relief cushion system is especially designed for the patients to use on various mobile devices. The MobiCushion is fully portable, with capabilities for both battery power and wall outlets. With the advanced pressure sensor technology and unique one piece air cell pad design, it provides alternating low pressure to the patients consistently.

- Suitable for most wheelchairs.
- Portable pump with carry bag and cushion design for easy mobility.
- Adjustable patient comfort and alternating cycle time. Features visual and audible operating status and fault indicators.

**PRODUCT CODE:** MC1000

---

**HIGH PERFORMANCE INFRARED HEAT THERAPY**

This far infrared heat therapy system provides soothing relief from pain, muscle tension and stress. Far infrared is the safe form of light energy from the sun that we depend upon to remain healthy.

- Speed recovery
- Relax muscles
- Improve circulation

**PRODUCT CODE:** QBK, QWW

---

**PRESSURE RELIEF CUSHION SYSTEM**

This advanced pressure relief cushion system is especially designed for the patients to use on various mobile devices. The MobiCushion is fully portable, with capabilities for both battery power and wall outlets. With the advanced pressure sensor technology and unique one piece air cell pad design, it provides alternating low pressure to the patients consistently.

- Suitable for most wheelchairs.
- Portable pump with carry bag and cushion design for easy mobility.
- Adjustable patient comfort and alternating cycle time. Features visual and audible operating status and fault indicators.

**PRODUCT CODE:** MC1000
**DR. ARCHY FOOT MASSAGER**

The design of Dr. Archy takes advantage of the muscle structure of the foot and lower leg to provide a natural low-impact exercising motion that supports, stretches, and massages your arches. Dr. Archy can provide temporary relief from pain associated with plantar fasciitis, spurs and tired feet. The all-in-one foot tool can be used to therapeutically treat your arches at your desk, while traveling, and just about anywhere you need.

**PRODUCT CODE:** DA1

---

**DR. NECKY NECK MASSAGER**

Dr. Necky is the wonderful little tool that will work your neck into relief like a professional masseuse. The special rolling wheels have a knuckle-like pattern that works like no other tool on the market, to loosen up those tight muscle knots. Dr. Necky can be used as a light massage or a deep tissue rub. Best of all, it is small, portable, and convenient to use anywhere!

**PRODUCT CODE:** DN1

---

**BODY DRUMMER HOT/COLD VIBRATING MASSAGER**

The Body Drummer hot/cold massager is a unique massager that not only provides a soothing vibrating massage but also allows for either hot or cold treatment simultaneously. The body drummer is handheld and rechargeable.

**PRODUCT CODE:** BD100

---

**COMFORT SOFT GEL SEAT CUSHION**

Made from hyper-elastic gel polymer, it adjusts to any individual’s body shape or weight.

- Air ventered design and cooling gel
- Reduces pressure
- Includes stretch cover

**PRODUCT CODE:** MGEL100

---

**COMPRESSION ARTHRITIC GLOVES**

Keep your hands comfortable while you engage in daily activities. They provide mild compression to aid in improving circulation and relieving arthritis symptoms.

See online for sizing details.

**PRODUCT CODE:** TH100B, TH100P

---

**DR. ARCY FOOT MASSAGER**

The design of Dr. Archy takes advantage of the muscle structure of the foot and lower leg to provide a natural low-impact exercising motion that supports, stretches, and massages your arches. Dr. Archy can provide temporary relief from pain associated with plantar fasciitis, spurs and tired feet. The all-in-one foot tool can be used to therapeutically treat your arches at your desk, while traveling, and just about anywhere you need.

**PRODUCT CODE:** DA1

---

**DR. NECKY NECK MASSAGER**

Dr. Necky is the wonderful little tool that will work your neck into relief like a professional masseuse. The special rolling wheels have a knuckle-like pattern that works like no other tool on the market, to loosen up those tight muscle knots. Dr. Necky can be used as a light massage or a deep tissue rub. Best of all, it is small, portable, and convenient to use anywhere!

**PRODUCT CODE:** DN1

---

**BODY DRUMMER HOT/COLD VIBRATING MASSAGER**

The Body Drummer hot/cold massager is a unique massager that not only provides a soothing vibrating massage but also allows for either hot or cold treatment simultaneously. The body drummer is handheld and rechargeable.

**PRODUCT CODE:** BD100
PAIN MANAGEMENT TECHNOLOGY

X-FLEX KINESIOLOGY TAPE
4-way stretch kinesiology tape means maximum flexibility. The durable, high-density fabric relieves pain and pressure from swelling or injured muscles and joints. The water-repellent but breathable tape stays on 5-7 days through showers, swimming, and workouts.

PRODUCT CODE: XFLEXBEIGE, XFLEXBLACK, XFLEXBLUE, XFLEXPINK

ULTRA-BREATHABLE SUPPORT SLEEVE
Patented ultra-breathable seamless Honeycomb fabric from Japan provides lightweight support for painful, weak or injured joints while allowing maximum mobility and stabilization. Designed for the knee, and for some, ankle and elbow. See online for sizing details.

PRODUCT CODE: HCJS100

COMING SPRING 2019
PAIN GRENADE
Military Grade pain relief through hot and cool therapy. The low-odor formula is nourishing and moisturizing to the skin while warming and cooling relief activates without feeling sticky or greasy. Available in 3 formulations – Gel, Spray, and Roll-On.

ACTIVE INGREDIENTS:
- Menthol 3.0%
- Camphor 3.2%

INACTIVE INGREDIENTS:
- Eucalyptus Globulus Leaf Oil
- Arnica Montana Flower
- Hamamelis Virginiana (Witch Hazel)
- Camellia Sinensis Leaf
- Aloe Barbadensis Leaf
- Glucosamine
- Petersoni Oil
- Magnesium

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SIZE ITEM</th>
<th>FORMULATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4 Oz. GEL</td>
<td>PGGEL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 Oz. SPRAY</td>
<td>PGSPRAY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.4 Oz. ROLL-ON</td>
<td>PGROLL</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
BIOFREEZE PRODUCT LINE
Through massage with BioFreeze the patient benefits from an increased blood flow and warming of the region at the cellular level. This hands on application also reinforces patient touch which has been shown to be very important in the healing cycle. If the Health Care Professional is working a joint area this allows for working with ROM movement during application.

ROLL-ON
3 oz. applicator

TUBE OR PUMP BOTTLES
4 oz. patient size; 16, 32 and 128 oz. professional sizes

WIPES
24 per box
  • First Pain Relieving Wipe in the market

SPRAY
4 oz. or professional 16 oz. sizes
  • Delivers pain-relieving natural menthol in a fragrant blend of botanical ingredients: Arnica, Calendula, Chamomile, Echinacea, Juniper Berry, and White Tea

SIZE BIOFREEZE ITEM
#4 Oz. Tube  BUSAT04-BUL
#16 Oz. Pump  BUSAP16-024
#32 Oz. Pump  BUSAP32-016
#128 Oz. Pump BUSAPGA-004
#4 Oz. Spray BUSASP-04
#16 Oz. Spray BUSASP-16
#3 Oz. Roll-On BUSAR03-BUL
#24 Wipes Box BUSAWSU-048

NECK CLOUD
Neck Cloud is a portable, easy to use cervical traction device created to help relieve neck pain. Relax and feel like you’re floating away on a cloud of relief.

PRODUCT CODE: NC100

NECK STRETCH AND MASSAGE
Brings relief through acupressure massage and cervical traction. Firm but flexible design gives convenient comfort and relaxation.

PRODUCT CODE: AP100R
PAIN MANAGEMENT TECHNOLOGY

CVT1000 NECK SUPPORT AND CVT2000 NECK SUPPORT
• Inflatable cervical traction unit used to treat vertebrae symptoms, disease and discomfort
• Portable and convenient for use when traveling
• Air filled neck stretching device, ideal for home or office use

AUTOMATIC LUMBAR TRACTION DEVICE
The Dynamic Wedge Automatic lumbar Traction Device uses heat, light, vibration, and pneumatic air to create traction in the lower lumbar region and relieve back pain.

The device is specially designed to incorporate a variety of treatments in one. The dynamic functions give the choice of a pre-programmed automatic setting, which runs through levels of traction and vibration, or manual settings, which control the intensity of traction and the option of vibration massage at 3,000 RPM. The temperature is easily adjustable, while infrared light penetrates beneath the skin, deep into the tissue where healing occurs.

PRODUCT CODE: LR100

AUTOMATIC NECK TRACTION DEVICE
Heat therapy, electrotherapy, and multifunction air traction in an automatic device for relief from neck pain.

PRODUCT CODE: DWC100

NECK Traction Device Collar
This neck traction device collar gently stretches neck muscles allowing the vertebral discs to realign, freeing the nerve root tissue from pressure.

PRODUCT CODE: NTD3000

Air Collar

CVT1000
CVT2000

PAIN MANAGEMENT TECHNOLOGY
PNEUMATIC CERVICAL TRACTION UNIT

INDICATED FOR THE USE, TREATMENT AND RELIEF OF CERVICAL MUSCULOSKELETAL OR NEUROLOGICAL IMPAIRMENTS

The Theratrac gently stretches neck muscles allowing the vertebral discs to realign, freeing the nerve root tissue from the pressure of the discs. The theratrac helps "locked" neck muscles to slowly stretch and relax, allowing misaligned vertebrae to resume their normal supportive position.

The Theratrac cradles the head and neck via a curvature in the neck portion of the device, as well as a special head rest section that is vertically pneumatic. Both the headrest and neck region, inflate with over 30 lbs of adjustable pneumatic pressure to create traction in the cervical curve.

- Clinical grade, designed for the home
- Innovative and effective design

PRODUCT CODE: PTC100S, PTC100R, PTC100W

THERATRAC – LUMBAR TRACTION BRACE

A longitudinal force to the axis of the spinal column is the definition of spinal traction. In other words, pulling parts of the spinal column in opposing directions to change or stabilize damaged spine positions.

The Theratrac is an easy to use, highly functional, and very effective lumbar traction device, giving the user the ability to treat their condition at the most comfortable clinic on earth…their home.

Theratrac utilizes pneumatic bladder technology giving it the unique ability to administer a moderate lumbar decompression stretch, to gently contour the innate spinal path.

PRODUCT CODE: LT100M, LT100L

THERATRAC LSO

INDICATED FOR THE USE, TREATMENT AND RELIEF OF CERVICAL MUSCULOSKELETAL OR NEUROLOGICAL IMPAIRMENTS

The Theratrac LSO (model TT100) utilizes a decompression system to cinch the user into a supine position and immobilize the back region. The Theratrac LSO system provides circumferential compression and decompression, and is essential in stabilizing the spine. Incremental stretching of the spinal column helps stimulate the healing process following post-operative back surgery.

PRODUCT CODE: TT100

CERVICAL TRACTION DEVICE

EverTrac Cervical Traction Device is the ultimate in comfort and strength. Direct Cable Technology enables precise and medical grade traction force rated up to 50 lbs. Traction force is maintained without the risk of air leakage.

PRODUCT CODE: CT800
SPINAL TRACTION DEVICE
Ultimate Arch Spinal Traction Device is a lower back tool to help back or sciatica pain.
Chronic back pain can be hard to address. The unique design of the Ultimate Arch gives the relief that you have been looking for, in the comfort and convenience of your own home. It’s travel friendly, and easy to set up, use, and store. With 3 available settings, the Ultimate Arch gives you the stretch you need to release tight muscles and low back pain, while improving posture. Includes: 3-level base, flexible support arch with foam comfort pad, chair attachment strap.
PRODUCT CODE: UA100

AIR COMPRESSION NECK MASSAGER
Experience the ultimate neck massage with AIRE; it combines air pressure technology and vibration massage with soothing heat.
PRODUCT CODE: ACN100

Conductive Copper Metal Ear Clip Electrodes
Conductive copper metal ear clip electrodes for stimulating acupuncture points on the ear lobe or for CES application. Plastic base handles of the clip accepts 2mm male pin from your lead wire.
Apply self-adhesive felt tip pads to the inside surface of the ear clips, then wet the felt tips with water or conductive gel. Has just enough tension for it to clip to the base of the ear lobe with a comfortable fit. 25 felt tip pads included.

DUAL POINT PROBE ELECTRODE
Stimulate acupuncture or pain points with this hand-held remote dual-point stimulation probe. Base of the handle accepts the positive and negative lead wire pins from your stimulator. Carbon rubber tips at the end of flexible stems offer safe and easy point stimulation. Works best with conductive gel or wet felt-tip pads applied to the carbon rubber tips.

Tiger Lead Wires
Ultra-strong and flexible lead wires for TENS and EMS machines.
PRODUCT CODE: TLW

Device Carrying Pouch
Securely holds all portable electrotherapy devices with velcro backing. For use with EB wraps and other soft wraps.
PRODUCT CODE: QS

Uro-Probe and Duo-Probe Universal Vaginal Sensors

Conductive Copper Metal Electrodes

Air Compression Neck Massager

Tiger Lead Wires

Device Carrying Pouch

Uro-Probe and Duo-Probe Universal Vaginal Sensors

Conductive Copper Metal Ear Clip Electrodes

Dual Point Probe Electrode